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We have studied the motion of liquid droplets located in the contact zone of two soft solids
that are pressed together inside a liquid. The driving force of the motion is the gradient of elastic
contact pressure. Upon reaching the perimeter of the contact spot, the droplets coalesce with
the surrounding bulk liquid either in a continuous or discontinuous fashion. Droplets that exhibit
complete coalescence move with a speed proportional to the pressure gradient along their trajectory.
However, droplets that undergo partial coalescence cascades (up to 9 were observed) do not. The
latter also move significantly slower. We have identified surface roughness as a potential mechanism
causing the contrasting behavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

The behavior of liquid confined between solids,
of which at least one is soft and elastomeric, is im-
portant in a number of technological applications
such as aquaplaning,1–11 tribology, printing12–14

and adhesion.15–20 The stability of liquid films is
highly desirable in tribological applications such
as contact lenses and cartilage joints, where di-
rect solid on solid contact would induce wear and
frictional heating. However, the presence of low
viscosity liquids such as water is generally a nui-
sance in the context of the adhesive joining of two
surfaces, as liquids are essentially incompressible
and thus prevent close contact and moreover re-
duce the effective Hamaker constant by up to a
factor of 10.21 For achieving maximum adhesion
in wet environments the complete removal of liq-
uid between the contacting materials is beneficial.
However, in solid-liquid-solid dewetting complete
removal of liquid is rare, i.e. temporarily trapped
droplets are very frequently observed in the con-
tact spot.22 The focus of this manuscript is on the
mechanism and dynamics of the expulsion of these
droplets.

Brochard and coworkers have investigated the
stability of uniform thin liquid films between soft
solids and derived a scaling law for the growth
dynamics of a circular dry spot.23–25 They also
presented a theory of spinodal dewetting of ul-
tra thin films at soft interfaces.26 Sneddon showed
that the shape of an inclusion characterized by
a constant pressure in an incompressible elas-
tic medium is an ellipse, except very near the
perimeter of the inclusion.27 Based on his work,
Martin et al. showed that the shape of station-
ary droplets confined between soft elastic solids is
(semi-)ellipsoidal and that the droplet footprint ra-
dius ad scales as the square of the center height hd
of the droplet.22

This manuscript deals with the motion of
droplets confined between a flat elastomer layer
and an elastic hemisphere that is pressed into the
layer. The non-uniform contact pressure gives rise

to a pressure gradient in the contact zone, that
drives the droplets radially outward. Our key find-
ing is that at the perimeter of the contact area
they merge with the outer liquid either completely
in a single coalescence event or in a cascade of se-
quential partial coalescence events. We give an
overview of various systems for which full and par-
tial coalescence effects have been observed in the
past in section VI and discuss their relevance to
our findings. To gain insight into this experimen-
tal observation, we performed fully-coupled three-
dimensional numerical simulations, which repro-
duce the droplet shape evolution very well. More-
over, we developed an analytical model that repro-
duces the scaling of the contact time of the droplet
with the outer liquid upon coalescence well.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1(a) shows a sketch of the experimen-
tal geometry. An elastomer half-sphere is pressed
onto a flat layer of the same material with liquid
confined in between. The elastomer used was a
silicone-based, heat-curable, two-component poly-
mer resin (Smooth-On, Encapso K, Young’s mod-
ulus Y = 1.365 MPa). The liquid is a perfluo-
ropolyether (Solvay, Fomblin Y LVAC 14/6, aver-
age molecular weight 2500, viscosity µ = 0.2646
Pa s). The flat elastomer layer is attached to a
glass substrate. The dynamics of the liquid is
viewed from beneath the substrate with an in-
verted microscope. Details of the setup, the exper-
imental procedures as well as the liquid and solid
material properties are provided in Ref. [28].

Figure 1(b) shows a snapshot of the contact
spot shortly after a dry spot nucleation event took
place. Light reflected from the silicone-liquid and
liquid-hemisphere interfaces gives rise to interfer-
ence fringes [Fig. 1(b-d)], which allow to determine
the film thickness distribution h(x, y) of the liquid.
When dewetting starts, the liquid film thickness is
essentially uniform throughout the contact spot.
At this instant the liquid film thickness near the
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FIG. 1. (a) Side-view sketch of the experimental ge-
ometry. (b-d) Microscope images of dry spot nucle-
ation and dewetting in the wet contact zone between an
elastic half-sphere and a flat elastic layer. Frequently
droplets are created due to an instability of the dewet-
ting rim. (e) Cross-sectional side-view sketch through
a droplet with the maximum thickness hd and footprint
radius ad indicated.

center of the contact spot was 104± 2 nm and de-
creasing at a rate of 2.4 nm/s as24 h evolves in
time according to t−1/2. Figure 1(c) visualizes the
growth process of the dry spot, which is accom-
panied by a pronounced instability of the dewet-
ting rim. This leads to the formation of liquid
threads that subsequently break up into droplets.
Due to the radially increasing pressure gradient in
the contact spot, droplets move radially outwards,
the faster the closer they are to the edge of the
contact spot.

According to Ref. [29], silicone polymers may
still contain uncrosslinked chains after curing,
which can be extracted by immersing the elastomer
in a good solvent and subsequently deswelling it.
We swelled different samples in toluene, p-xylene,
ethyl acetate and 2-propanol for several days, re-
freshing the solution daily, then used a 1:1 mix
by volume of the good solvent and ethanol for one
day and pure ethanol for another day to deswell the
samples. After this procedure we noted a mass loss
of (22.5± 0.1)% in all cases. However, all solvents
except 2-propanol induced partial disintegration or
debonding of the elastomer layer. Consequently,
we only used 2-propanol as the good solvent. The
mass loss observed for our material system is con-
siderably larger than that reported for Sylgard 184
in Ref. [29]. Nevertheless our layers remained op-
tically clear and the surface remained smooth and
flat.

III. ANALYTICAL MODEL

A. Movement of droplets at soft interfaces

We consider a case where droplets occur after
dewetting and aim to derive a simple description
of their motion induced by the pressure gradient in-
side the contact spot. We define the elastocapillary
length as Lec = |S|/Y , where S ≡ γee− 2γel is the
spreading parameter. Here, γee is the energy den-
sity of two identical elastomer surfaces in contact,
and γel the elastomer-liquid surface energy den-
sity. Martin et. al. considered the conformation
of a droplet confined by soft, elastic interfaces.22

When Lec is much smaller than the droplet foot-
print radius ad, then a droplet squeezed between a
rigid plane and a soft solid in a region of uniform
pressure will have the shape of a flat half-ellipsoid,
with height22

hd =

√
6

π
Lecad (half-ellipsoid). (1)

When considering a droplet between two soft
solids, the derivation is analogous to that in
Ref. [22], resulting in an additional prefactor of√

2

hd = 2

√
3

π
Lecad (full ellipsoid). (2)

We used Eq. (2) to estimate the value of S from
the observed droplet geometry. From our experi-
ments we found S = (−8± 2) mN/m, correspond-
ing to Lec = (6± 2) nm. If the interfacial pressure
distribution is not uniform, the droplet will move
towards regions of lower pressure to minimize the
elastic deformation energy. The speed of its mo-
tion will be determined by the balance of the vis-
cous dissipation rate in the liquid and the elastic
energy gain rate. Assuming that the droplet main-
tains a constant ellipsoidal shape, that the defor-
mations are small and that the liquid flow inside
the droplet can be determined from the Reynolds
equation, an estimate of the droplet speed can be
calculated.

The z-positions of the liquid-solid interfaces of
the droplet in cylindrical coordinates (with origin
at the droplet midpoint) are conforming to the el-
lipsoid shape

zd(r) = ±hd
2

√
1− r2

a2d
, (3)

where hd is the thickness of the droplet. The sur-
face energy density uA (work per unit area per-
formed by pressure displacing the elastic surface
by δ) is

uA =
1

2
Pδ , (4)
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where P is the local pressure. The energy Ud
needed to introduce a droplet at an interface be-
tween two elastomers is

Ud = 2

∫ ad

0

1

2
Pzd(r) 2πr dr =

π

3
a2dhdP . (5)

If the droplet is moving radially with a velocity vd
in a contact spot with pressure distribution P (r),
the energy gain rate is

∂Ud
∂t

=
∂Ud
∂r

∂r

∂t
=
∂Ud
∂r

vd =
π

3
a2dhdvd

∂P

∂r
. (6)

Equating this expression with the total energy dis-
sipation rate allows us to derive the droplet veloc-
ity. Following Ref. [24] the viscous dissipation rate

U̇µ is µ(vd/hd)
2 per unit volume. Thus the energy

dissipation rate is approximately

U̇µ ∼ µ
(
vd
hd

)2
2

3
πa2dhd =

2

3
πµ

v2d
hd
a2d . (7)

Equating Eqs. (7) and (6) yields an estimate for
the radial droplet velocity

vd(r) ∼
2h2d
µ

∂P

∂r
=

24|S|ad
πµY

∂P

∂r
, (8)

which is proportional to the contact pressure gra-
dient.

B. Coalescence with outer bulk liquid

Droplets move towards the edge of the contact
spot with the velocity vd(r) given by Eq. (8). As-
suming that after the commencement of coales-
cence with the outer bulk liquid, the back of the
droplet keeps moving with a constant velocity, the
coalescence time ∆t can be estimated as

∆t ≈ 2ad
vd
∼ πµY

12|S|

(
∂P

∂r

)−1∣∣∣∣∣
r=rcs−ad

. (9)

Assuming a Hertzian pressure distribution inside
the contact spot30

PH(r) = P0

√
1− r2

r2cs
, (10)

with P0 ≡ 2rcsY/πRL being the maximum pres-
sure at the center, Eq. (9) becomes

∆tH ∼
π2RLµ

24|S|

√
(2− βd)βd
1− βd

, (11)

where we introduced the parameter βd ≡ ad/rcs.
For small βd Eq. (11) is approximately equal

∆tH ∼
π2RLµ

24|S|

√
2
ad
rcs

. (12)

The JKR model31 more accurately represents
our system, as it additionally considers the surface
energy of adhesion. For a JKR pressure distribu-
tion

PJKR(r) = PH(r) + P1

(
1− r2

r2cs

)−1/2
, (13)

where P1 ≡ −
√

4|S|Y/πrcs, we find

∆tJKR ∼ ∆tH

1 +

RL

rcs

√
π|S|
rcsY

(2− βd)βd

−1 . (14)

In the limit of βd → 0 Eq. (14) reduces to

∆tJKR ∼
µ

6

√
Y

2

(
πad
|S|

)3/2

. (15)

We note that both the Hertzian and the JKR
pressure profiles have an unphysical singularity of
∂P/∂r at the edge of the contact spot. Both mod-
els do not represent accurately the pressure distri-
bution around a contact line at a lengthscale equal
to the elastocapillary length Lec, which is approx-
imately 10 nm for our material system. Since the
droplet diameters we consider are typically a fac-
tor of thousand larger, the pressure profiles are ex-
pected to provide a suitable approximation.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Droplet motion

Figure 2(a) shows microscope images of a
droplet moving towards the edge of the contact
spot. The red crosses denote the center of the con-
tact spot. The white dotted line denotes the edge
of the contact spot. The yellow dashed line is the
centerline trajectory of the droplet in the radially
outward direction. In Fig. 2(b), the time evolution
of the radial intensity profiles Ic(d, t) through the
center of the escaping droplet [dashed line in (a)]
is visualized. The ordinate d ≡ rcs − r quantifies
the radial distance to the edge of the contact spot.
The blue dotted line in Fig. 2(b) indicates the po-
sition of the midpoint of the droplet dd(t) in time.

Its slope |ḋd(t)| is equal to vd.
Figure 3 shows the correlation between the

droplet velocity vd and the local pressure gradient.
The droplet speed vd was determined by tracking
the radial position of the center of the droplet -
defined as halfway between the front and back of
the droplet - in time. The pressure gradient is de-
termined from the theoretical JKR pressure profile
evaluated at the droplet center location. Right af-
ter their formation droplets usually have an irreg-
ular shape. The first datapoint for each curve in
Fig. 3 corresponds to the moment when the droplet
footprint has relaxed to a round shape. The last
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FIG. 2. (a) Microscope images of a droplet moving to-
wards the edge of the contact spot. (b) Time evolution
of the radial intensity profile Ic(d, t) through the center
of the droplet visible in (a) which coalesces completely.
The dashed lines both indicate Ic(d, t− tc = 1s).

datapoints correspond to the frames right before
coalescence with the outer bulk liquid.

The velocity profile of non-cascading droplets is
generally linearly proportional to the local pressure
gradient before coalescence, consistent with the be-
havior expected on hydrodynamic grounds. Two
droplets that were observed to cascade only once
also moved with a velocity proportional to |∂P/∂r|
throughout most of their lifetime. In contrast, all
droplets which cascaded at least twice exhibited
a qualitatively different behavior. These droplets
initially moved one to two orders of magnitude
slower than the velocity predicted by the hydro-
dynamic model. Some even show a non-monotonic
behavior, i.e. an initial slow-down and subsequent
acceleration.

We fitted the velocity vs. pressure gradient
curves in Fig. 3 with linear fit functions ψ ∼ ad.
In Fig. 4 we present the slopes ψ of these fit func-
tions for the single- and non-cascading droplets as
a function of droplet size ad (crosses). According
to Eq. (8), the slope ψ = 24|S|ad/(πηY ) is pro-
portional to ad. The gray solid line in Fig. 4 is a
linear fit, which represents the experimental data
well.
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FIG. 3. Droplet velocity vd plotted against the pres-
sure gradient at the droplet center using (a) linear and
(b) logarithmic axes. Non-cascading droplets (solid
lines) are marked with ‘N”. Droplets that cascaded
once (dotted lines) or more than once (dashed lines)
are labeled with ‘S’ or ‘C’, respectively. The open black
symbols correspond to typical numerical results.
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FIG. 4. Slope ψ of the velocity-pressure gradient
curves shown in Fig. 3(a) for single- and non-cascading
droplets. Open crosses represent experiments. Filled
symbols represent numerical simulations, with their

color indicating the value of the parameter |S̃|, to be
discussed in Section V. Filled symbols with black edges
correspond to the numerical results in Fig. 3. Lines
represent linear correlations ψ ∼ ad.
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FIG. 5. The coalescence of moving droplets with the
bulk liquid outside of the contact spot can proceed in a
continuous (a-i) or discontinuous (j-r) fashion. The in-
dicated time increments are given relative to the frames
(b,k) where coalescence started. The scale bar in (i)
applies to all images.

B. Droplet coalescence

The time t = tc in Fig. 2(a) corresponds to the
moment of first contact between the droplet and
the outer bulk liquid. The coalescence process of
radially moving droplets with the bulk liquid out-
side of the contact spot can proceed in a contin-
uous or discontinuous fashion. Figure 5 contrasts
the two observed behaviours of either complete,
continuous or partial, discontinuous coalescence.
In Fig. 5(a-i), a droplet makes contact and con-
tinuously remains in contact with the outer liquid
until it is entirely absorbed. In Fig. 5(j-r), the
liquid bridge connecting the droplet and outer liq-
uid displays a non-monotonic behaviour. It ini-
tially grows [Fig. 5(k,l)] then shrinks [Fig. 5(m)]
and eventually disintegrates [Fig. 5(n)]. This cas-
cading behaviour can occur multiple times during
the lifetime of a droplet. Up to nine consecutive
cascades were observed for a single droplet.

Figure 6(a) shows a case where the droplet

FIG. 6. Plot of the radial centerline intensity profiles
Ic(d, t) for a droplet which (a) coalesces only partially
and leaves a smaller droplet behind and (b) one that
cascaded six times. (c) Droplet footprint area as a
function of time. The orange crosses and blue circles
correspond to the data shown in Fig. 5(a-i) and (j-r),
respectively.

does not coalesce completely, but a much smaller
droplet appears in proximity to the edge of the con-
tact spot. Figure 6(b) shows a plot of the radial
centerline intensity profiles Ic(d, t) for a droplet
cascading six times. Figure 6(c) compares the
time history of the droplet footprint area of a non-
cascading droplet and one that cascades five times.
The latter shows a pronounced staircase-like mor-
phology with a relatively uniform area reduction
ratio ζn ≡ An/An−1. Here, An−1 and An denote
the droplet footprint areas before and after its n-th
cascade, respectively.

Figure 7(a) shows systematic experimental data
of the area reduction ratio ζn of droplets under-
going their n-th cascade. After their first cas-
cade most droplets become 2 to 6 times smaller.
However, predominantly larger droplets (blue cir-
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FIG. 7. (a) Area reduction ratio ζn and (b,c) contact
time ∆tn of droplets with footprint area An−1 under-
going their n-th cascade. The solid and dashed lines
in (a) represent the resolution limits of experimentally
observable ζn values for two used microscope magnifi-
cations. The color of the symbols in (b) represents the
ζn value as indicated by the colorbar. Gray circles
in (b) correspond to fully coalescing, non-cascading
droplets. The dashed and solid black lines and the
dotted grey line represent Eqs. (11), (14) and (15),
respectively. Black dots represent measurements on
substrates treated with 2-propanol.

cles) sometimes produce secondary droplets that
are more than 10 times smaller. Figure 7(b) shows
the correlation between the area of a droplet An−1
right before the n-th cascade and its contact time
∆tn, defined as the time from the start of coales-
cence to pinch-off, as indicated in Fig. 6(b). Larger
droplets remain in contact with the outer bulk liq-
uid for a longer time during a single cascade. The
dashed and solid black lines and the dotted grey
line represent Eqs. (11), (14) and (15), respectively.
The black dots represent experiments using 2-
propanol-treated samples, as described in Ref. [29],
to investigate the influence of uncrosslinked chains
on the movement of droplets.

Figure 8(a) shows the position of the rear dr,
the maximal half-width ws and the neck half-width
wn of a droplet undergoing two partial coalescence
cascades. The definitions of these parameters are
illustrated in the inset. Figure 8(b) shows the

contact line speed at the back (vr ≡ ḋr), side
(vs ≡ ẇs) and neck (vn ≡ ẇn) of the droplet,
where a dot above a parameter indicates a time
derivative. The two not visible positive maxima
of vn are at 110 and 60 µm/s, respectively. We
note that vs reacts immediately to the formation
of a liquid bridge (wn > 0) but vr is delayed. This
feature, as well as the positive values of vs after

FIG. 8. (a) Time dependence of the rear position dr,
maximal width ws and neck width wn of a droplet
undergoing two coalescence cascades. Inset: definitions
of dr, ws and wn. The contact spot edge is marked with
a dashed yellow line. (b) Contact line speed at the rear
(vr), side (vs) and neck (vn) of the droplet.

breakup, is due to the droplet relaxing to a rounder
shape after becoming elongated during the coales-
cence. To maintain a constant aspect ratio ws/dr
the back would need to move twice as fast as the
side.

V. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

In order to elucidate the qualitative difference
between cascading and non-cascading droplets we
turn to numerical simulations for gaining further
insight. We used the same fully-coupled, three-
dimensional numerical model that is described in
detail in Ref. [28]. We combine the stationary
Cauchy momentum equation for soft, linear elastic
materials with the Reynolds equation for thin film
flow and apply a disjoining pressure formalism to
implement the partial wettability. We solved the
equations using finite element software COMSOL
Multiphysics R©. In our numerical simulations we
disregard the dewetting process visible in Fig. 1(b)
but rather use an initial condition analogous to the
first frame of Fig. 2(a). A single droplet of given
volume is released at a certain distance from the
center of the contact spot.

The circles in Fig. 4 represent numerical simula-
tions, with their color indicating the value of the
parameter

|S̃| ≡ πY h2d
6ad

, (16)

obtained by extracting the footprint radius ad and
height hd of a droplet. Equation (16) is derived
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FIG. 9. Snapshots from an experiment (a-e) and a nu-
merical simulation (f-j) showing similar droplet mor-
phologies before and during complete coalescence with
the outer bulk liquid, i.e. without cascading. The con-
tours in (f-j) are lines of equal film thickness, similar to
the interference fringes in (a-e). The (identical) scale
bars in (d) and (h) apply to all images.

from Eq. (1) for half-ellipsoidal droplets, but based
on values of hd and ad taken from the simulations.
The dashed lines are linear relations ψ ∼ ad, which
match the numerical results reasonably well, again
consistent with Eq. (8).

Figure 9 compares experimental droplet mor-
phologies with numerical simulations. The dotted
white lines in Fig. 9(a-e) mark the edge of the con-
tact spot. The solid lines in Fig. 9(f-j) are lines
of equal liquid film thickness, similar to the inter-
ference fringes in (a-e). The overall shape of the
simulated droplets agrees very well with the exper-
imentally observed ones.

Figure 10 shows snapshots from three different
simulations of escaping droplets, where we have
varied the droplet footprint radius ad as well as the

parameter |S̃|. In Fig. 10(i-l) ad is twice as large as

in (a-h), whereas |S̃| is twice as high in Fig. 10(e-l)
compared to (a-d). In other words, rows (a-d) and
(i-l) share the same Lec/ad ratio, whereas row (e-h)
has twice as large a ratio. We note that the simi-
lar morphology evolution of Figs. 10(a-d) and (i-l)
may be related to these cases having the same ra-
tio of the elastocapillary length Lec to the footprint
radius ad. Similarly, the higher ratio in Fig. 10(e-
h) may be responsible for the less elongated shape

FIG. 10. Snapshots from three numerical simulations.
Columns 1-4 show droplets when d/rcs = 0.45, 0.3, at
the start of coalescence and during coalescence, respec-
tively. Row (a-d) shows a droplet with initial width

Ld = 52µm and |S̃| = 4.2 mN/m. The value of |S̃|
was twice as high in row (e-h) as in row (a-d), i.e.

|S̃| = 9.5 mN/m and 2ad = 49µm. The droplet was
twice as wide in row (i-l) as in row (e-h), i.e. 2ad = 90

and |S̃| = 8.9 mN/m.

throughout the droplet escape history.

VI. DISCUSSION

So-called partial coalescence and coalescence
cascades have been observed for droplets contact-
ing other droplets or flat liquid-liquid or liquid-
air interfaces.32–44 Usually partial coalescence of
pure liquids requires a high Weber number i.e. suf-
ficient inertia and the propagation of capillary
waves, i.e. an Ohnesorge number below a criti-
cal value. In our case We ≡ ρv2dad/|S| ≈ 10−8

and Oh ≡ µ/
√
ρ|S|ad ≈ 10, therefore capillary

waves are not present as the system is strongly
dominated by viscous forces. Glass et al. stud-
ied the effect of water-soluble polymers on coales-
cence cascades of organic liquid drops at an or-
ganic liquid-water interface.45 Sartor and Abbott
and Beard et al. considered the effect of dissim-
ilar electrical droplet charges on the coalescence
of colliding droplets and found that charge dif-
ferences promote complete coalescence.46–48 Ris-
tenpart et al. studied the droplet rebound from a
liquid-liquid interface subject to an applied per-
pendicular electric field.49 Beard et al. showed
that a reduction in air pressure promoted contact,
thereby reducing the likelihood of bouncing and
increasing that of permanent coalescence.50 Feng
et al. investigated the effect of non-Newtonian
rheology on the coalescence dynamics.51,52 When
either the drop or the surrounding phase is a
polymer solution, viscoelasticity tends to delay
the break-up of secondary drops and can sup-
press partial coalescence altogether, as large ten-
sile polymer stresses resist the stretching and thin-
ning of the fluid neck. Kuznicki et al. considered
the effect of electrolyte concentration on coales-
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cence cascades of oil droplets.53 De Malmazet et
al. showed that the presence of micro-particles re-
duces drop lifetimes and promotes coalescence.54

Blanchette et al. studied the influence of solutocap-
illary Marangoni stresses on drop coalescence.55

Surfactants can enhance or weaken partial coales-
cence effects, depending on the concentrations and
the induced surface elasticity.56–61

For our system, inertia is negligible and there
are no propagating capillary or elastic waves in-
duced by the droplet motion. Although the depen-
dence of contact time on droplet radius ∆t ∼ R3/2

as observed by e.g. Thoroddsen and Takehara33

agrees with the scaling ∆t ∼ a
3/2
d in Eq. (15)

this agreement is coincidental as the prefactors de-
pend on unrelated material properties. Our mate-
rial system is not susceptible to surfactant adsorp-
tion. Moreover, we have measured electric surface
charge distribution induced by solid-on-solid con-
tact and separation, but it was below the detection
limit (1012 ions/m2).62,63 Since the droplets move
smoothly and continuously without stick-slip be-
havior and since they maintain a round and mirror-
symmetric morphology, it is highly unlikely that
surface irregularities and defects are responsible
for the slow motion and the cascading behavior.
Non-homogeneities tend to cause irregular droplet
footprints and non-monotonic velocity profiles.

We speculate that the coalescence cascades are
merely a consequence of the slow contact line
speed. The latter implies that the aspect ratio of
the liquid bridge becomes slender such that it is
susceptible to break-up. This is analogous to the
partial coalescence mechanism for liquid droplets
suggested by Blanchette and Bigioni: if capillary
waves can sufficiently delay the vertical (in our
case: radial) collapse, pinch off will occur and a
smaller drop will be left above the interface (in our
case: near the edge of the contact spot).37,39 In-
stead of capillary oscillations delaying the forward
motion of the rear end of the free droplets studied
by Blanchette and Bigioni, the delay in our case
is likely of a different nature. This may hint at
the presence of a dissipation mechanism that de-
pends non-linearly on the droplet velocity. Such a
dissipation mechanism could explain the observed
variation of the droplet speeds by two orders of
magnitude in Fig. 3.

In our numerical simulations we consider a ho-
mogeneous surface and bulk composition so far.
The simulated droplets move according to hydro-
dynamical expectations and exhibit complete coa-
lescence without cascading behavior. We have at-
tempted to reproduce the slow yet smooth droplet
motion seen in the experiments in Fig. 3 by mod-
ulating geometric and material properties of our
system. Specifically, we considered the influence
of surface roughness as well as spatial modula-
tions of the spreading parameter |S| and Young’s
modulus Y . As for the latter two, we generally
found that for experimentally conceivable param-

eter variations, the reduction in contact line speed
was far less than two orders of magnitude. In the
following subsection we report on the effect of sur-
face roughness.

A. Influence of surface roughness

In order to study the effects of surface roughness
we considered a two dimensional axisymmetric sys-
tem for computational efficiency. We introduced
a sinusoidal surface profile of the rigid substrate
with wavelength λ and amplitude A. In order to
nucleate a dry spot and obtain a receding contact
line, we introduce a topological defect centered
around r = 0 shown by the gray shaded area in
Fig. 11(a). Dotted and dash-dotted lines indicate
the sinusoidal surface profiles for two different sets
of values of λ and A. In order to speed up calcula-
tions, the pattern starts at a certain radial position
r0 and extends only over a few wavelengths. The
solid and dashed lines correspond to the z-position
of the elastomer-liquid interface. The inset shows
the entire contact spot from its center to its edge.

Figure 11(b) shows the time evolution of the
non-dimensional elastomer-liquid interface profile.
The contact line recedes to the right. For clar-
ity, we non-dimensionalized the r and z coordi-
nates using the scales of λ and A in order to col-
lapse the two surface profiles. The two families of
curves represent constant time increments of either
1 or 10 milliseconds, corresponding to two different
sets of λ and A. In the case of the smaller ampli-
tude (A = 20 nm, dashed orange lines) the contact
line moves continuously, though at a non-constant
speed vcl. vcl is considerably faster when moving
up a slope compared to moving down. In the case
of the larger amplitude (A = 50 nm, solid blue
lines), the contact line gets pinned on the descend-
ing slope, despite the A/λ aspect ratio being the
same as in the first case. The contact line advances
by nucleating a secondary dry spot at the adjacent
apex of the surface roughness profile. At the same
time liquid becomes entrapped in the “valleys”, as
indicated by the dashed arrow.

In Fig. 12 is plotted the contact line speed vavg ≡
〈vcl〉 averaged over two wavelengths of the rough-
ness profile. Filled symbols signify liquid entrap-
ment. The average contact line speed strongly de-
creases with increasing amplitude A, more rapidly
for smaller values of the wavelength λ, i.e. higher
aspect ratios A/λ. Due to computational limita-
tions concerning the minimum mesh size, we could
not explore sub-micron values of λ. However, it
is clear from Fig. 12 that especially for small λ
a significant reduction in the average velocity is
observed, at least by one order of magnitude. Ex-
trapolating towards sub-micron wavelengths, these
results indicate that even with a roughness ampli-
tude so small that it would not be noticeable using
optical interferometry, the contact line speed could
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FIG. 11. Simulated liquid film thickness profiles for
non-flat substrate topologies. (a) The dash-dotted
blue line shows the substrate topology, with a sinu-
soidal pattern of amplitude A = 50 nm and wavelength
λ = 2.86µm. The solid blue line represents the z-
position of the elastomer-liquid interface. The dashed
and dotted orange lines represent a similar simulation
with A = 20 nm and the same A/λ ratio. (b) Time
evolution of the non-dimensional elastomer-liquid in-
terface profile. The two families of curves represent
constant time increments of either 1 or 10 ms.

be reduced by a similar order of magnitude as ob-
served in the experiments in Fig. 3. Due to the lim-
ited spatial resolution of our optical setup, the cor-
responding spatial modulation of the contact line
speed vcl could not be resolved and would appear
as smooth. Based on these results we hypothesize
that the non-hydrodynamic motion of the droplets
could be caused by surface roughness.

B. Influence of uncrosslinked chains

Despite the 22.5% mass loss after 2-propanol
treatment, the observed droplet dynamics re-
mained the same. The data points in Fig. 7 overlap
with the ones obtained with not-treated samples.
We conclude that uncrosslinked chains do not in-
fluence the droplet motion in our case. In con-
trast, in Ref. [29] the uncrosslinked chains had a
drastic effect on sessile droplet motion. We believe
that this qualitative difference might be related to
the much higher interfacial tension of the liquids
(glycerol-water mixtures) used by these authors as
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FIG. 12. Average speed of the receding contact line
moving across the pattern in Fig. 11(a), as a function
of the pattern wavelength λ and amplitude A. Larger
amplitudes and smaller wavelengths can slow down the
movement by an order of magnitude. Filled points
signify liquid entrapment.

well as the presence of a deformable liquid-air in-
terface, which is absent in our case.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have studied the escape dynamics of liquid
droplets from the contact zone of an elastic hemi-
sphere pressed into a soft solid layer. The driving
force of the motion is the radial pressure gradi-
ent. Upon reaching the edge of the contact spot,
droplets merge with the outer bulk liquid either
in a continuous or discontinuous fashion. In the
first case a single ‘complete’ coalescence event is
observed, whereas in the latter case a cascade of
partial coalescence events occurs. Numerical sim-
ulations could reproduce the shape and escape dy-
namics of the non-cascading droplets qualitatively
well. The coalescence time of these droplets are
well described by a simple analytical model.

Droplets that undergo a coalescence cascade
tend to move much slower than droplets that merge
in a single coalescence event. Moreover, the speed
of motion of the cascading droplets is not pro-
portional to the local pressure gradient. Using
numerical simulations, we have investigated sur-
face roughness and spatial modulations of Young’s
modulus and the spreading parameter as poten-
tial mechanisms that could slow the droplets down.
As for the latter two, we generally found that for
experimentally conceivable parameter variations,
the reduction in contact line speed was far less
than two orders of magnitude. In contrast, sur-
face roughness induced a speed reduction compara-
ble with the experimental observations and is thus
a viable candidate for the responsible mechanism.
Solvent extraction of uncrosslinked chains in the
elastomer did not have an impact on the observed
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droplet dynamics.
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